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SIGA-NOS Page 2 SIGA-NOS Smart Transfer: File Sharing App is a powerful cross-platform content transfer solution for android transfer that supports all major smartphone and tablet platforms from android to iPhone &amp; iOS. IPhone transfer or Android transfer also includes Phone Replication and more. This Smart Transfer : The File Sharing App allows
mobile content or data transfer to be securely shared from phone to phone or to one or more of your old devices to a single device. The HotSpot/WiFi network effectively supports free secure file transfer &amp; large file transfers. Smart Transfer is intuitively designed, Free transfer app allows you to quickly and easily transfer content and send large files
including contact transfer, music transfer, photo transfer, calendar, file transfer, text messages sms transfer, WhatsApp™ transfer, video transfer and transfer of other large files to your new device. Let's forget about using this mobile transfer content secure sharing app, problem apps and old methods to transfer content, as phone data transfers are always
headaches, but this phone clone app transfers data quickly and quickly. Now the best android transfer tool you can copy data to phone with smart file transfer and perform free data transfer: File Sharing App does not have the same restrictions on this Amazing transfer large files free solution, Bluetooth or more. Smart Transfer also offers free file transfer over
Cellular (3G/LTE) networks, as you can easily copy data or transfer data from ios to android &amp; android to iPhone. With the ability to transfer data over WiFi, Wi-Hotspots or Cellular networks, it gives you the flexibility to deploy this solution in a variety of ways to meet their specific and ever-changing needs. No matter which platform or device you use, this
transfer content app free solution is your key to all your data migration needs. Now change phone data or seamlessly move data from android to iPhone.Smart file transfer in one place with this transfer data free app: share apps intuitively designed, quality-oriented free secure sharing mobile transfer app with various important features. Reliable android data
migration phone clone app saves time, allows you to manage content including effortlessly &amp; copy my free ios data for android transfer. Content data transfer app supported for Android transfer or iPhone transfer on the entire major Smartphone/Tablet Platform:• Contacts Transfer• Image Transfer• Video Transfer• Calendars Transfer• Reminders
Transfer• Apps Transfer• Phone Replication• WhatsApp™ Backup Transfer• Bulk Transfer Large Support for more content types is being added continuously. Cross-Platform Mobile Transfer AppThis Phone clone keeps the free data transfer solution or the best file sharing app seamless! Swipes everything from your old android, iOS phone or other phone
android can platform/device Android, iOS Android, Android iPhone best mobile transfer content app for free. Easy Connection with QR CodeOne One of the best content transfer application is here! Connect two phones wirelessly. Choose the type of content to pass using the original QR codes for free secure file transfer and let My Smart Transfer: Phone
Clone App do the rest. No more cloud backups, cables, or cables. Supports Multiple LanguagesThis data transfer application supports multiple languages that make it a regional application. Easily transfer content in 5 different languages: English, German, Spanish, Chinese and Russian and more. Download Free Smart Transfer now: Free File Transfers App
&amp; enjoy your new phone without missing a single beat. P.S: Support@smartransferapp.com contact us if you have any questions or suggestions. Use SIGA-NOS o seu smartphone para navegar, explorar e gerir ficheiros em qualquer dispositivo Bluetooth, através dos protocolos File Transfer (FTP) e Object Push (OPP): pode ainda receber ficheiros e
enviar contactos! GUIA&gt; &gt;* Custom security manager for incoming IT connections: only authorized devices can connect if you accept. If you refuse, your servers are not granted access: personal data files and privacy hackers are secure against geek and guru (built-in Bluetooth server security is disabled by default)* Third-party apps can open (or
select) files from sdcard using this package, such as an app, music, pictures, or any multimedia file)* Old 2.0 and AES support (128, Encryption of 192 and 256-bit) Zip files (both package and packet opening) - keep the custom document secure using a long pass to protect it* The all-in-one application developed with the fastest file browser ever seen (you
can confirm it yourself, you can test it now)* Professional, clean and fast ui where you can customize any aspect of the file viewer. Customizable user interface to best suit your needs (expert only)* Thumbs for APK, audio, video, image (also in archive files: Zip, GZip, TAR) - thumb image (miniature) is not stored in mobile phone memory* It can be connected
to new and old mobile phone: nokia, samsung, lg, sony (does not support infrared IR pan)* Search files are also in Zip, GZ, Tar (enhanced search within archive can take twice as long to complete)* Improved communication send function for processing phone numbers in created VCARD (vcf) files* Cutting, copying, moving, pasting, deleting multiple items
using the integrated explorer of this application* Hidden media (smartphone and sd memory) developed entirely by medieval compression software (both smartphone and sd memory)* OBEX exexftp and obexopp completely Hide (or hide) developed by Compression Software*, compress and extract Zip (encryption with password), GZip, Tar* Cleaner
program settings view using shortcut icons pane* Sharing: You can share a single file or entire path* Powerful overrip feature sorting* Communications send screen supports contact groups* Test and control archive integrity (deflate)* Desktop folders shortcuts* CALCULATE MD5 and CRC32* Power saving management* Streaming service* No root required*
Multi-language* Multiselect* Home folder* File sorting* Turn on free asFreeware with AD (free software) - You can now remove ads from this app by purchasing a Medieval Licensing System on Android Market! NOTE - SDPD (uuid port route) may not work on Android 1.5 and 1.6, so friend services can't reach you!---FAQ&gt; Why does Bluetooth File
Transfer require contact reading permissions?A. To send your contacts via Bluetooth if you want, for example, to your car kit or other smartphone. Open the main menu, select Send contacts, place a check next to the people you want to send, and finally press the Send button. Page 2 SIGA-NOS FOLLOW US Page 2 FOLLOW US
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